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The film - Presentation

Data sheet
Animated documentary by Cécile Rousset and
Jeanne Paturle
France – 2014 – 24 min

Producer : Les Films d’Ici / Valérianne Boué
Address : 62 boulevard Davout, 75020 Paris,
France
Phone : + 33 (0)1 44 52 23 23
Email : valerianne.boue(at)lesfilmsdici.fr
www.lesfilmsdici.fr

Credits
Sound : Manuel Vidal
Music : Thomas Dappelo
Editing : Mélanie Braux

Synopsis
In an elementary school of a known to be difficult area near Paris, where the teachers staff gets weary and
changes every year, five young inexperienced teachers made the bet to stay. Five years later, they talk about
their daily life in this place where they are trying to build a school like every other, between discourage-
ment and projects. 

The directors

Jeanne Paturle
Born in 1980, Jeanne Paturle graduated in 2004 from the ENSAD, animation department. Between 2009
and 2012, she is training to be an educator for difficult kids. 
Filmography
Du côté d'Askar, 2008, documentary, 52 min. Codirected with Cédric Defert.
Une seule lettre vous manque et tout est dépeuplé, 2007, animation, 4 min. 
Colas poisson, 2004, animation, 6 min.
Les yeux fermés, 2003, animation 8 min.

Cécile Rousset
Born in 1979, Cécile Rousset graduated in 2004 from the ENSAD, animation department. Elle passes in
2006 the exam of the city of Paris to be visual arts teachers. 
Filmography
Animated sequences integrated to the feature-film Le Hérisson de Mona Achache, 2009, animation, 2min.
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Animated sequences integrated to the feature-film Armando et la politique de Chiara Malta, 2009, anima-
tion, 15min.
Conception and animation of credits for En compagnie des choses de Eric-John Bretmel, 2005, 27 min.
Paul, 2003, animation, 8 mn. 
Animated sequences for the music clip « Des mots d’amour » by the band Debout sur le zinc, 2003 

Common filmography
Je suis une voix, 2007, animation, 15 min.
Grenoble Solidarité fête ses 20 ans, 2005, animation, 5 min

Interview with Jeanne Paturle
(By Marie Baget, http://leblogdocumentaire.fr/)

The two directors Jeanne Paturle et Cécile Rousset depict with humor, poetry and finesse, the teaching
throes in those so-called « sensitives » areas, with the voices of several teachers of an elementary school
in the north of Paris, combined with various animation techniques. 

How did this animated film project start?
Jeanne Paturle : In 2009, Cécile Rousset and myself were working in a this small elementary school in the
north of Paris. At that time, Cécile was visual arts teacher and I was animatrice sur les temps annexes à la
vie scolaire. Pretty soon we wanted to talk about this school, without really knowing how… We started
sound interviews with the teachers with whom we talked naturally every day. The situation was to difficult
we felt the need to talk, to debrief, to try to find solutions to those violence situations with the pupils. For
a year we recorded them alone, by two or together. We even tried to record the pupils. But quickly, we
realised we wanted to stay on the teachers' side, by adopting their point of view. Then, it took us time to
build an application, to find financing, because we were working at the same time. We consecrated mostly
nights and week-ends to the project. In June 2012, we knew we had the money, and from this moment
on, we invested ourselves completely into the project…

Then, what were the different steps of the creation?
We started with the sound. We had to edit all those dailies with the help of an editor. And it is only then
that we researched images. We started with old textbooks, images that are kind of universal, that don't
change a lot and speak to everybody. So we cut from those teaching resources. This research was a big

part of the job. We also used drawing and paint, as well as bits of
video made in class, selected then recutted. Those films were made
at a research point, we were not planning on using them at first…
Then we worked with a musician, then reworked with the editor to
finish the animation. It is a work by successive layers. We look for a
sequence, then another, and little by little we make choices, we eli-
minate… It really is craftsmanship!

What about the animation phase? 
The animation phase was made at La Ménagerie in Toulouse [open
structure dedicated to animation films production], a partner of our

co-producer Xbo films. There, we worked with other animators, in two sessions. It was the first time we
were delegating…
So there was the “paper-cut” part, with a camera put vertically on a work plan, and our paper ensemble
we had to move little by little. You must count 8 to 12 images to obtain one second! For the drawn part,
we worked with plain sheets and a light table. We draw or paint drawing by drawing, and we shoot with
a camera. This part was made in Paris, and the shooting at La Ménagerie. 
Finally, the animation part was made really quickly because Cécile and myself were working a bit at the last
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minute, in a raw manner. We were not looking for something smooth and clean like our other projects.
We like to search into the rough draft, into the sketch, into the « quickly done ». There is something to do
with movement in this approach that has partly to do with the topic.

What are your careers, to both of you?
We both went to the Arts-Deco in the animation department. In our student films, we both choose the
documentary. Cécile made a film called Paul, which was then bought by ARTE. The sound was documen-
tary and the image drawn and more figurative. As for me, I had made a more experimental film, Les yeux
fermés, where people traveling with blind people on bikes were sending me their sounds and I was dra-
wing… 

Why combine the realism of documentary sound and the imaginary part of the anima-
ted representation? 
It is instinct. We are both really sensitive to other people stories, and it is so rich to scoop from reality. It
is giving space to others by gathering their stories, and so we don't start with a blank space. And as we ma-
nufacture everything in the images, everything is possible! That leaves us with a huge interpretation margin.

In the end we are more comfortable with reality than with fiction. 

Regarding the topic itself, what is touching is the mix bet-
ween lightness and heaviness. How did manage to
achieve that? 
In our previous movie, we were thinking we wanted to do something
funny… And it happens that those teachers have a lot of humor. When
we were chatting during breaks, there were good laughing moments, to
ease the tensions… We wanted to keep that, that humor that exists in

their way of being. And we also wanted to have fun!

What is striking in this film, is the multiplicity of tones and techniques used… 
Regarding the techniques, there is “paper-cut” from textbooks, “paper-cut” from videos on which we were
cutting the images of the kids, parts solely drawn and a mix of both. 
Regarding the tones, there are realistic things and other more abstract, with more or less big gaps. For
example, the sequence with the red dots and the blue lines symbolises the idea of managing a group… It
allows to visualise an idea, a concept. Or one of the first sequences, a teacher tells he is having a bath at
the end of a terrible day. For this one, we were inspired by the tale and Gulliver. Once the sound editing
was made, we laid things in a scattered way. At the beginning the research was really scattered. Thus our
job and our difficulty was lying in connecting the dots and keep it consistent… Other times without dia-
logue allow us to give pauses, to change rhythm or lighten some passages.

What about the length, about twenty minutes?
We were thinking about doing something shorter when we started, but when we edited the 13 hours of
dailies, we couldn't so much because we wanted to say thing all the same! We finaly made it to 24 mi-
nutes… But we didn't have norm in which we fitted…

How went the collaboration with Les Films d'Ici?
We arrived at Les Films d'Ici because they were looking for directors for another project, and we told
them about ours. We were really free. They helped us building our application and with the different edi-
ting steps.

Do you have other projects? 
With Cécile, we wish to keep working together. I just moved to Lille but we will find a way! We have to
juggle with our respective jobs but it is a lot of directors' lot to have to work otherwise!
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Film analysis

An hybridation of techniques
The filmmakers have chosen to combine several animation techniques in their film, alternating so the tone
and speech proposed to the viewer. The evolution of the graphic treatment, from collage to reality, ac-
companies the speech evolution from lightness to solemnity.

The different techniques used, are:

- photomontages composed with elements from teaching resources (old textbooks, maps, historical time-
line…). Those images are, in the common imagination directly associated with school and thus allow to re-
constitute the school atmosphere. The photomontages are used in the film to define the environment and
to illustrate the sequences where the school, the context, the pupils' level, the staff's shared words are des-
cribed.

- the animated drawings, associated with cut elements or real photo or video shots. Those images are used
for more subjective approaches and issues of the teachers, when education is not enough towards difficulties
anymore. Those images allow to leave unanimity, pure “educational”, objective and distance, to go into a
more individual feeling of lived situations. They create transitions, change of rhythm.

- a part of this animation is made by rotoscoping. In this animation technique, animators trace over footage,
frame by frame, to transcribe the shape and actions, allowing a reproduction with more realism in move-
ment dynamic of the filmed subjects. Those images, very realistic, allow to anchor unidentifiable voices pro-
gressively into a scene, to set a scenery: the teachers' room, around the coffee machine, the footbridge, the
hallways, the classroom, the school playground… 

- still real images are used at the end of the
film, photographs of deserted school
places. Those photographs pause, slow the
rhythm by illustrating this doubt, this ques-
tioning, this disillusion moment teachers
feel sometimes. 

This way, each technique matches a type
of speech. This is what the animated do-
cumentary allows, a greater freedom in the
images choice than if you just shoot the
subjects. It allows to offer a representation, a distance or to play with the type of speech you hear. 
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An animated documentary
The film is what is called an animated documentary, a category that have known success over the last years
(even though it exists since 1918).
But what is an “animated documentary”? The term can seem antithetic in a way that the goal of the do-
cumentary is to show reality without intervening on its course as opposed to fiction which invents or at least
recreates a reality. The animated film is essentially a re-creation of reality. Nevertheless, animation has been
used many times to relate or transcribe real events: diaries or chronicles… 
In the case of The C.O.D and the Coquelicot, the directors recorded the sound interviews before choosing
to make a movie about it, using animation to illustrate those interviews. This choice allows them to install
a hierarchy between the different speeches, easing the sound recording situations (without image, recor-
ding in a classroom is easier and more natural). This allows a big freedom in the illustration of the sound,
gives a new perspective, a new depth to what the teachers say without limiting it to shots of the classroom
or classic interview videos. Animation allows a conceptualisation of some things like this moment when the
teacher talk about the difficulty of supervise a group, even just in the stairs and the way to represent that
is an ensemble of dots and a line trying to keep them together. It allows a second level of reading or the
inscription of the situation in a larger teaching context. By illustrating their words with images from old
textbooks, the filmmakers call on school and teaching history not only in this school at this precise moment.
Finally, choosing animation allow the setting of a special atmosphere, both childish and playful, matching the
individuals presented in the documentary and with whom the teachers interact daily. 

To go further
Persepolis, Animated documentary by Marjane Satrapi, 2007
Valse avec Bachir, Animated documentary by Ari Folman, 2008
Les Petites voix, Animated documentary by Oscar Andrade et Jairo Eduardo Carrillo, 2011
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The Education Film Festival is organised by

• CEMÉA, Association Nationale
24, rue Marc Seguin 75883 Paris cedex 18

t./f. : +33(0)1 53 26 24 14 / 19
• CEMÉA de Haute-Normandie

33, route de Darnétal BP 1243 - 76177 Rouen cedex 1
t./f. : +33(0)2 32 76 08 40 / 49

www.cemea.asso.fr
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